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ABSTRACT 

My augmented violin is a personal instrument consisting of an acoustic violin, real-time signal 
processing, a custom sensor glove, and a violin shoulder rest embedded with voice coils for haptic 
feedback. Feature construction in software is not model-based but experimental, continuously refined 
by trial and error. My approach to movement analysis is not based on classifying formalized styles of 
bowing but on continuous tracking of bowing movement and variation. These techniques are co-
developed with novel sonification methods ad libitum, conditioning the performance space without 
schematizing possible gestures a priori. Furthermore, ongoing development of the instrument, which 
includes novel haptic feedback elements, effectively symmetrizes sensory feedforward and feedback 
paths—the enactive loop between action and perception—yielding refined instrumental dynamics, yet 
the signal processing decisions entail no claim to universal or scientific validity. I improvise with this 
instrument in live performance, unfurling its possibilities and resingularizing my own technique(s). 
(Links to sample media: https://vimeo.com/251840089 https://vimeo.com/325537098.) 
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Figure 1: Demonstration by the author at 
2019 ACM Conference on Creativity & 
Cognition (C&C), San Diego. 
 

 
Figure 2: Performing at the 2019 ACM 
International Conference on Tangible, 
Embedded and Embodied Interaction 
(TEI), Tempe. 
 

 
Figure 3: Performing at the 2019 
International Computer Music Conference 
+ New York City Electroacoustic Music 
Festival (ICMC-NYCEMF), NYU. 

1 AUGMENTED + HYBRID VIOILN 
My approach to the feature construction and synthesis algorithms of my augmented violin is 
experimental, since the techniques I develop do not follow an a priori model of violinistic movement 
(e.g., recognition of detache, marcatto, spicatto strokes). Instead, my techniques evolve by 
continuous tinkering with audio processes and modulation of the feature vector construction in the 
software [3, 4, 5, 7]. By adding voice coils to a common violin accessory, namely a shoulder rest 
(which is used by violinists to make playing more ergonomic), and coupling these coils with the 
digital sound processing done by the system software, retooling of audio processes in the software 
also reconditions the sensorimotor dynamics of the instrument [6]. Hence I find it appropriate to 
describe this instrument not only as “augmented” but as “hybrid,” a term which suggests coherence 
of the sensorimotor dynamics co-articulated between physical matter and algorithmic logic. 
 
This approach is rich in improvised violin playing because it potentiates rupture with learned 
techniques, effectively “resingularizing” violin playing, yet without placing a ceiling on violinistic 
virtuosity [1]. Modern violin pedagogies approach codified violin gestures as movements of varying 
vertical and horizontal motion. Thus Ivan Galamian treats the “vertical motion” of the bow 
thematically before discussing individual strokes, just as D.C. Dounis treats the difference between 
smooth détaché (no vertical movement) and accentuated détaché (vertical accent) as paradigmatic to 
all bowing strokes. I thus set aside pre-categorization of actions (via machine learning) in favor of 
tracking fine nuance in continuous signal variation. The system is likewise responsive to all gesture, 
and the problem of inferring intention from gesture set aside [8]. As a “semantically shallow” 
instrument, the conditions generated by the algorithmic code establish points of “resonance” that I 
explore through improvised gesture, movement, rhythm, and cadence [2]. 
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